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Abstract—The proliferation of online video content under-
scores the critical need for effective sentiment analysis, particu-
larly in safeguarding children from potentially harmful material.
This research addresses this concern by presenting a multimodal
analysis method for assessing video sentiment, categorizing it as
either positive (child-friendly) or negative (potentially harmful).
This method leverages three key components: text analysis, facial
expression analysis, and audio analysis, including music mood
analysis, resulting in a comprehensive sentiment assessment. Our
evaluation results validate the effectiveness of this approach,
making significant contributions to the field of video sentiment
analysis and bolstering child safety measures. This research
serves as a valuable resource for those seeking to employ
sentiment analysis to protect children from harmful content
within the dynamic landscape of video content. Furthermore, our
work offers insights into the current state of the art, highlighting
the recent advancements, possible improvements, and future
directions in video sentiment analysis.

Index Terms—video sentiment analysis, text analysis, facial
expression analysis, audio analysis, child safety

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s world, access to the Internet has been greatly

enhanced by devices such as smartphones and TVs, which

have become highly integrated into our lives. This digital

immersion extends even to the youngest members of our

society, with children interacting with these devices at in-

creasingly tender ages. Remarkably, most children now own

smartphones, exposing them to social media video platforms

from an early age. These videos, optimized for mobile con-

sumption, feature fluid transitions enabled by sophisticated

recommendation algorithms. These algorithms continuously

refine content in real-time based on user interactions, video

attributes, and various factors, creating a tailored viewing

experience. While recommendation algorithms enhance user

experience, concerns arise over negative consequences. Re-

search indicates that social media recommender systems can

create filter bubbles, exposing users, especially younger ones,

to extreme and disturbing content [1]. This repeated exposure,

particularly among young children, raises significant concerns,

with potential severe consequences for both physical and

mental well-being, including the promotion of self-harm [2].

Recognizing these potential harms, this paper emphasizes the

need for astute filtration systems, especially for the substantial

audience of young children.
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The challenge is intricate, revolving around the identifica-

tion and filtration of distressing content, recognizing that neg-

ativity can permeate through videos, which included the text

(e.g., subtitle) in the videos, image (e.g., facial expressions)

and audio (including sound and verbal dialogue in videos).

The core of this research lies in ’Video Sentiment Analysis’,

aiming to comprehensively assess video contents. Video senti-

ment analysis, evolving from text sentiment analysis, adapts to

the rise of video content, incorporating text, visual, and audio

for a comprehensive assessment [3].

Existing works have demonstrated that the integration and

combination of various information sources for video senti-

ment analysis outperform analyses based solely on text, visual,

or audio inputs [4]. Moreover, the multimodal approach has

shown considerable promise in sentiment analysis [5].

Our journey takes us deep into the multimodal method-

ologies employed to extract sentiment from video content,

navigating the intricate landscape of textual analysis, facial

expression analysis, and audio analysis. Our commitment is

to safeguard the digital experiences of children through video

sentiment analysis. The main contributions of this paper can

be summarized as follows:

• This research proposes a new multimodal analysis

method that combines text, facial expressions, and audio

(including music mood analysis) for a comprehensive

sentiment assessment in online videos.

• The proposed method specifically categorizes video sen-

timent as positive (child-friendly) or negative (potentially

harmful), making contributions to child safety measures

in the context of online content.

• Through evaluation results, this research empirically val-

idates the effectiveness of the multimodal approach,

making substantial contributions to the field of video

sentiment analysis, including insights into recent ad-

vancements, potential improvements, and future research

directions.

• The research serves as a practical resource for researchers

and practitioners, offering valuable tools and methodolo-

gies for employing sentiment analysis to protect children

from harmful content in the dynamic landscape of online

videos.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Sentiment analysis is a natural language processing (NLP)

technique that leverages computational methods to determine

the polarity or emotional tone expressed in a piece of text [6],

[7]. Different AI techniques have been leveraged to improve

both accuracy and interpretability of sentiment analysis algo-

rithms, including symbolic AI [8], [9], subsymbolic AI [10],

[11], and neurosymbolic AI [12], [13].

Typical applications of sentiment analysis include social

network analysis [14], [15], finance [16], and healthcare [17].

Besides traditional algorithms focusing on text [18], mul-

timodal sentiment analysis [19] has also attracted increas-

ing attention recently, driven by the surge in video content

consumption and the imperative of ensuring a safe online

experience, particularly for children. This section provides an

overview of key developments, methodologies, and challenges

in video sentiment analysis.

A. Evolution of Video Sentiment Analysis

Video sentiment analysis has its origins in the broader

field of sentiment analysis, which initially centered on textual

data. However, as video content gained prominence, espe-

cially with the proliferation of new user generated videos,

video analysis methods must be updated and improved [20].

Researchers sought ways to extract emotions and sentiments

embedded within videos, ushering in a multi- modal approach

that encompasses visual, auditory, and textual cues to assess

emotional content comprehensively.

A multi-head attention-based fusion network was proposed

to address the challenge of fusing textual, visual, and acoustic

signals for sentiment analysis, and the experimental results

demonstrate its good performance over existing methods

across multiple modalities [21].

This analysis is complicated by the fact that information is

captured in different modalities including text, visual informa-

tion from the image frames, and audio [22]. In the realm of

user-driven short video content, comprehending the interplay

between these features is challenging, as users may juxtapose

a joyful audio track with melancholic imagery. Nevertheless,

incorporating the features of multiple modalities is consistently

more accurate than the best unimodal counterparts [23].

B. Multimodal Sentiment Analysis

Multimodal techniques involve integrating individual

modalities into a unified model, enabling the extraction of

sentiments from diverse sources [24]. Multimodal data of-

fers clear advantages over sole reliance on textual content

for analysis [25]. Recent research, such as KnowleNet, also

emphasizes multimodal approaches, as it consistently outper-

forming unimodal models in sarcasm detection [26]. Other

existing efforts, like MetaPro, offering potential applications

in natural language processing tasks, though it remains an

ongoing work [27]. In the realm of multimodal research,

the convergence of text and video data, known as text-video

retrieval, is crucial.

Traditional methods using global contrastive loss have been

criticized for neglecting local alignment and word-level su-

pervision signals. To address these limitations, ’Align and

Tell’ introduces tailored transformer decoders and local con-

trastive learning, enhancing retrieval accuracy in multimodal

works [28]. In another study, researchers forecasted shifts in

audience emotions by leveraging both visual and audio cues.

They employed a model architecture for feature extraction

and a bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) to capture

temporal contextual information effectively. This multimodal

approach secured a commendable second-place ranking on

the EEV Challenge leaderboard, showcasing its advantages

in emotion prediction tasks [29]. While multimodal sentiment

analysis has shown promise, several significant challenges

persist in the field, including understanding the impact of

modalities across datasets and assessing the generalization

ability of multimodal sentiment classifiers [24]. Centered on

multimodal sentiment analysis, this research delves into the

fusion of text, visual, and audio data to provide a nuanced

understanding of video sentiments, effectively addressing as-

sociated challenges. The synthesis of these three data streams

culminates in a unified output, achieved through text analysis,

facial expression analysis, and audio analysis.

C. Text Analysis

Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is a

specific task within text analysis that focuses on determining

the sentiment or emotional tone expressed in a piece of

text [30]–[33]. Sentiment analysis for social media has also

grown in popularity [34]. In fact, various techniques have

been leveraged to improve both accuracy and interpretability

of various sentiment analysis algorithms [35]–[38]. Sentiment

analysis of text contents within video content adds complexity

to sentiment assessment, involving transcribing spoken lan-

guage or extracting sentiment from text captions, comments,

or subtitles. Sentiment analysis, a subfield of NLP, relies on

essential NLP techniques for language analysis [39]–[42].

These techniques are employed to extract sentiments from

textual information, which is important when assessing videos

that contain a combination of visual and textual elements.

In videos, textual content can come from various sources,

including speeches, captions, or overlaid text on video frames.

Initially, sentiment analysis focused on text analysis, assum-

ing words alone could capture dynamic human sentiment.

However, researchers later acknowledged the limitations of

words alone in expressing sentiment. Nonetheless, the textual

modality remains accessible for deciphering ’positive’ and

’negative’ elements, employing methods such as learning-

based [33] and non-learning-based approaches [32].

D. Facial Expression Recognition

Facial expression analysis is crucial for video sentiment

analysis, involving the assessment of facial movement and

identification of expressions [43]. Advanced computer vision

techniques, like Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), en-

able real-time emotion detection in video frames, particularly
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important for identifying distressing content, especially for

children. Facial expressions are a universal means of com-

municating emotional states and intentions [44], making them

essential for sentiment analysis. While there are attempts to

recognize various expressions [45], our focus remains on basic

human facial expressions to classify sentiment as ”positive” or

”negative”.

Approximately 55% of emotional information is visual, as

facial changes during communication are the first signs of

transmitting emotional states [46]. Traditional methods relied

on geometric and texture features, but they had limitations

due to variations in head pose and demographic constraints

like age affecting muscle mobility. Deep learning techniques,

such as CNNs, greatly improved accuracy and learning rate.

We explored the usage of CNN with ConvNet, as presented

by Gunawan et al. [47]. Individual frames were extracted from

the input video and pre-processed through grayscale conver-

sion and histogram equalization to enhance contrast. CNN

allowed extraction of numerous facial features for comparison

with a database. Additionally, image cropping and resizing

were employed to reduce processing time.

E. Audio Analysis

Audio analysis complements visual cues in video sentiment

analysis, capturing emotional information conveyed through

speech prosody, tone, and acoustic features. Recent advances

in deep learning, such as Long Short-Term Memory networks

(LSTMs) and CNNs, enhance the accuracy of audio- based

sentiment analysis, particularly relevant in child safety sce-

narios. Music, being an auditory form, significantly influences

emotions and plays a crucial role in delivering messages.

Analyzing a video’s audio is essential, and the Valence-

Arousal (V-A) model, popularized by Liu et al., stands out to

predict the emotions of songs [48]. This 2-dimensional model

classifies emotions into Valence (positive or negative) and

Arousal (emotion intensity). Utilizing a Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) on spectrogram representations, their research

demonstrated superior performance compared to Support Vec-

tor Machines (SVM) [48].

We discovered an article titled ’Predicting the music mood

of a song with deep learning’ that addressed a multi-

classification problem using the Spotify Developer API and

Keras Classifier [49]. The author defined four mood labels

(energetic, calm, happy, and sad) based on Robert Thayer’s

traditional mood model [50]. Using Spotify playlists with

these mood keywords, the author compiled a dataset of 800

tracks with 10 features from Spotify’s ’Get Audio Features’

API. The resulting model achieved 76% accuracy, excelling in

classifying sad and calm songs.

F. Challenges and Ethical Considerations

Despite rapid advancements, challenges persist in video

sentiment analysis. Achieving high accuracy in multimodal

sentiment analysis remains complex, demanding the fusion of

data from diverse sources. Ensuring fairness, transparency, and

accountability in sentiment analysis algorithms, particularly in

content filtering for children, raises ethical dilemmas. Striking

a balance between free expression and child safety is an

ongoing challenge. Finally, akin to other methods of data col-

lection, the utilization of social media data can raise significant

ethical issues, encompassing questions about whether this data

is deemed private or public and the importance of informed

consent.

Another challenge would be the lack of labelled videos.

As such, our dataset (text, facial expression, and audio) are

from various sources which is publicly available, which will

be elaborated in the next section.

III. DATASETS

With limited labeled video data, we strategically curated

individual datasets for each modality—textual content, facial

expressions, and audio. We ensured diversity and relevance by

gathering data from various online platforms.

In total, we collected five distinct datasets, each correspond-

ing to one of the three modalities. Subsequent subsections

provide detailed exploration, including data sources and pre-

processing steps, ensuring data quality and alignment with our

research objectives.

A. Text Datasets

We have gathered a total of three distinct labeled text

datasets, each sourced from different domains, including plat-

forms like Twitter and text messages. This deliberate approach

was taken to broaden the scope of our data collection, ensuring

that we encompass a diverse range of textual content for our

research.

• Emotions in Text [51]

This dataset is drawn from the Kaggle open-source com-

munity and comprises 21,405 records of texts labelled

with emotions. Emotion labels include happiness, sad-

ness, anger, fear, and love.

• Tweet Emotion [52]

This dataset is drawn from Kaggle open-source commu-

nity and contains 39,827 records with text from tweets

labelled with emotions such as neutral, worry, happiness,

sadness, and love.

• Sentiment140 [53]

This dataset is for academic purposes only and originated

as a class project from Stanford University. It comprises

498 records of text labelled with sentiments such as

negative, neutral, and positive.

B. Facial Expression Analysis Dataset

The dataset originated from a Kaggle Research Prediction

Competition, comprising of grayscale images of faces, each

measuring 48x48 pixels [54]. These facial images have under-

gone an automated registration process to ensure that the face

is approximately centered within each image and occupies a

consistent amount of space, providing uniformity in the data.

The dataset encompasses a total of 35,887 records, categorized

into seven distinct emotion classes: “Angry,” “Disgust,” “Fear,”

“Happy”, “Sad”, “Surprise”, and “Neutral”.
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Notably, the “Disgust” expression class is characterized by

a smaller representation, comprising only 600 images, whereas

the remaining labels, “Angry”, “Fear”, “Happy”, “Sad”, “Sur-

prise”, and “Neutral”, each contain nearly 5,000 samples. Our

main goal for this dataset would be to categorize each face

into the labelled categories.

C. Audio Analysis Dataset

We chose to create our own audio dataset for sentiment

analysis, as existing datasets mostly contained outdated audio

pre-2000s, while TikTok videos predominantly feature modern

pop music. Using Spotify playlists labeled with emotions like

“Angry”, “Depression”, “Happy”, and ”Calm”, we catego-

rized sentiments as “Positive (Child-friendly)” and “Negative

(Potential Harmful)” to align with our research objectives.

Utilizing the Spotify API for audio features, we assigned emo-

tions to songs, ensuring dataset integrity through a meticulous

review that removed duplicate entries across playlists. After

this thorough cleaning and curation process, our final dataset

boasts a collection of 788 records. Each entry is not only

tagged with its associated emotion but also accompanied by

ten distinctive audio features [55]. These features encompass a

wide spectrum of musical characteristics, each integral to the

intricate world of sentiment in music. These meticulously se-

lected audio features serve as the cornerstone for our sentiment

prediction models. They empower us to decode the nuanced

emotional landscapes concealed within music, underpinning

our mission of precise sentiment analysis.

IV. THE PROPOSED VIDEO SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

METHOD

A. Overall Methodology

This section provides an overview of the key steps and

techniques utilized in our methodology. The proposed multi-

modal method in this research encompasses various stages and

techniques, aimed at assessing video sentiment effectively. We

integrate three key components to assess video sentiment as

depicted in Fig. 1. The summary of these components is as

follows.

Textual Analysis: We transcribe spoken language and

extract sentiment from text elements such as captions,

comments, and subtitles within the video.

Facial Expression Analysis: We utilize advanced com-

puter vision techniques, including CNNs, to identify and

categorize facial expressions within video frames.

Audio Analysis: To complement visual cues, we analyze

audio content, emphasizing speech prosody, tone, and

acoustic features.

As shown in Fig. 1, our core methodology integrates results

from individual component analyses, aggregating three compo-

nents to classify video sentiment into two categories: positive

(Child-friendly) or negative (Potentially Harmful). Individual

classifiers are trained for each video component, and the most

effective models for each task are chosen. These selected

models collaborate in a voting process to determine the overall

sentiment of the video.

B. Text Sentiment Analysis

We performed exploratory data analysis on each text dataset,

ensuring no empty rows, understanding dataset characteristics,

evaluating data distribution, and removing redundant columns

like identifiers. We standardized column names to ’content’

and ’sentiment’. After this standardization, we merged the

three datasets, resulting in a total of 61,730 rows.

There was a total of 15 unique labels which naturally

emerged from the diverse sources of our datasets. There

were also similar labels such as “happiness” and “happy”,

and also neutral labels. To be consistent with our goal of

classifying content as either positive or negative, we removed

the neutral labels, and mapped the rest of the labels to be

either positive or negative. For clarity, we categorized the fol-

lowing labels as positive: “Enthusiasm”, “Fun”, “Happiness”,

“Happy”, “Love”, “Positive”, and “Relief”. Conversely, we

categorized the following labels as negative: “Anger”, “Bore-

dom”, “Empty”, “Hate”, “Negative”, “Sadness”, “Worry”, and

“Fear”.

After revisiting the count of each label, it was revealed that

approximately 59.72% of the labels fell within the negative

category, while the remaining 40.28% were categorized as

positive. While the distribution did not precisely align with

a 50-50 split, it was determined that the dataset did not raise

significant concerns of imbalance that could potentially impact

the validity of our analysis.

In our text sentiment analysis approach, we followed a

systematic methodology. After thorough data preprocessing

and cleaning, we conducted label encoding and partitioned

the dataset into training, testing, and validation sets. To

transform the text data into a numerical format, we utilized

Count Vectorizer. Subsequently, we trained a diverse array of

models, spanning from simpler ones like Naive Bayes to more

intricate ensemble models such as the Voting Classifier. This

comprehensive exploration enabled a thorough assessment of

the performance of different models in the context of text

sentiment analysis.

Furthermore, in pursuit of optimizing our models’ perfor-

mance, we conducted extensive hyperparameter tuning. This

involved leveraging GridSearchCV to systematically identify

the most optimal hyperparameters, ensuring that our models

were fine-tuned to achieve the best possible results in senti-

ment analysis. The results of our experiments will be further

discussed in Section V.

C. Facial Expression Analysis

There was not much cleaning or data preparation required

for the dataset, as there were no missing data and the pixel

columns already being represented in a numerical format, with

each value in the cell representing a pixel in an image. To

be consistent with our overall methodology, we also removed

“surprised” and “neutral” labels, which cannot be easily and

accurately labelled as “positive” or “negative” sentiment.

In our research, we found that CNNs are commonly em-

ployed for facial expression recognition. Hence, we utilized

a 7-layer CNN model architecture, which includes the input
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and output layers. In this architecture, all layers, except for

the output layer, utilize the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)

activation function. The output layer, on the other hand,

employs the SoftMax activation function. To align with the

emotions represented in the FER-2013 dataset, our output layer

consists of 5 nodes, corresponding to the 5 different emotions

(after removing neutral and surprised label).
For our model’s hyperparameters, we chose the widely-

used Adam optimizer, known for its adaptive learning rate

capabilities. We set the learning rate to 0.0005, carefully

selected after a series of experiments and fine-tuning to strike

a balance between achieving rapid convergence and ensuring

training stability. Given that facial expression recognition in-

volves multi-class classification, we employed the categorical

cross-entropy loss function. This choice facilitates the model’s

ability to minimize this loss during training, ultimately enhanc-

ing its proficiency in accurately classifying facial expressions

across multiple categories.
For dataset partitioning, we divided our dataset into two

distinct subsets: a training set encompassing 90% of the data

and a test set containing the remaining 10%. To maintain a

proportionate representation of the various emotion categories,

we applied stratification during the dataset split, ensuring that

each class was adequately represented in both subsets.
During the model’s training process, we opted for a total

of 80 epochs. Within each epoch, the model underwent an

iteration count equivalent to the length of the training dataset

divided by 64. This configuration resulted in approximately

361 steps per epoch. This approach allowed our model to

undergo extensive learning and refinement, thereby improving

its capability to recognize facial expressions effectively. The

corresponding results will be explained and discussed in

Section V.

Fig. 1. Architecture overview of proposed method

D. Audio Sentiment Analysis

As part of our exploratory data analysis, we employed

violin plots to visualize each feature’s distributions, revealing

that most features were non-normal. Notably, features like

“liveness” displayed positive skewness, while some features

like “instrumentalness” exhibited a bimodal distribution. These

observations significantly influenced our subsequent data pre-

processing decisions, particularly regarding scaling and feature

selection. Due to the non-normal distributions observed, we

opted for the MinMaxScaler, which preserves the shape of the

original distribution while normalizing the data. We proceeded

to create an 80-20 train-test split of the dataset, facilitating

model evaluation. We also performed label encoding on the

labels, ensuring that the labels are mapped to “Positive” and

“Negative” correctly and consistent with our work. Specif-

ically, Positive label includes: “Happy” and “Calm” while

Negative label includes: “Angry”, “Depression”. Lastly, after

data cleaning and preparation, we began to train our models,

with our training strategies encompassing three key phases.

The detailed experiment setup is described in Subsection IV-E

below.

E. Experiment Setup

The experiment setup for this research primarily focuses on

evaluating individual modalities, namely text analysis, facial

expression analysis, and audio analysis, with the objective

of selecting the most effective model for each component.

Our experiments on the individual components will be eval-

uated mainly using the F1 score, for ensuring the accuracy

of sentiment classification. Precision, in particular, is also

looked at due to the potential consequences of false positives.

For instance, misclassifying potentially harmful content as

’Child-friendly’ videos can have serious implications, includ-

ing safety concerns. To detail our experimental process, we

train separate classifiers for text, facial expression, and audio

analysis, optimizing each individually through fine-tuning and

model selection. Our training strategies encompass traditional,

ensemble, and deep learning models if simpler models prove

insufficient. In the final phase, a collaborative voting process

among selected models determines the overall sentiment of

the video, categorizing it as ’Child-friendly’ or ’Potentially

Harmful’. This approach ensures the final sentiment classifi-

cation benefits from the strengths of each modality, minimizing

the risk of false positives. The experiment’s success relies on

achieving good performance for each component and ensuring

the fusion system accurately provides the final classification

output of the video, crucial for safety considerations to prevent

mislabeling ’Potentially Harmful’ content as ’Child-friendly’.

Comprehensive experiment results and discussions are pre-

sented in Section V.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section evaluates the performance of our proposed

method, starting with the validation of individual compo-

nents—text sentiment analysis, facial expression analysis, and

audio sentiment analysis. Subsequently, we integrate these
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models to assess the overall sentiment of unseen videos. To

maintain consistency, we employ four key evaluation metrics:

Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-Score, ensuring a com-

prehensive assessment across all components.

A. Text Sentiment Analysis

In total, we trained several models, spanning from tradi-

tional approaches like Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression to

ensemble models such as Random Forest, Gradient Boosting,

and Voting Classifier. The results are shown in Table I. Based

on our results, the best two models are Linear SVC and

the Voting Classifier, with the Voting Classifier achieving a

slightly better test F1-Score of 85.93%, and Linear SVC at

85.71%.

However, it’s crucial to note that Linear SVC exhibits a

slightly higher precision rate of 82.50%, which is more than

the marginal difference in F1 scores, in contrast to Voting

Classifier’s precision of 81.30%. Since our primary objective

is centered on child safety and reducing the exposure to

negative videos, a focus on minimizing false positives can be

considered too. Therefore, considering the Precision metric is

also pertinent in our decision-making process.

Furthermore, Linear SVC is notably simpler in comparison

to the Voting Classifier. Considering these factors, we propose

and opt for Linear SVC as the preferred model for this

text sentiment analysis component. The accuracy scores are

summarised in Table I.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF TEXT SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Four Evaluation Metrics (%)
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Random Forest 77.62 74.49 94.62 83.36
Naive Bayes 80.42 80.40 88.53 84.27

Gradient Boosting 81.05 80.29 90.14 84.93
Linear SVC 82.39 82.50 89.18 85.71

Voting Classifier 82.33 81.30 91.12 85.93

B. Facial Expression Analysis

About facial expression analysis, a 7-layer CNN model is

leveraged for this task. The hyperparameters, described in Sec-

tion IV-C, include the use of the Adam Optimizer, a learning

rate of 0.0005, and cross-entropy as the loss function. The

model runs over 80 epochs. The performance is summarized

in Table II.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF SENTIMENT ANALYSIS ON

FACIAL EXPRESSION

Four Evaluation Metrics (%)
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score
CNN 66.02 67.00 64.96 65.95

The outputs of this facial expression analysis component

are not ideal, as the CNN model achieved an F1 score of

65.95% and accuracy of 66.02%. However, such individual

performance does not have a negative influence on the final

output of the system. This discovery is consistent with pre-

vious work, where several weaker individual learning-based

models work together to produce a stronger ensemble method.

C. Audio Sentiment Analysis

For audio sentiment analysis, we trained 10 different

learning-based models, including traditional models like De-

cision Trees, ensemble models like Random Forest, and deep

learning models such as CNN. The results obtained from the

top 5 models are shown in Table III.

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF AUDIO SENTIMENT

ANALYSIS

Four Evaluation Metrics (%)
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Decision Tree 69.62 64.87 68.57 66.67
AdaBoost 76.58 72.00 77.14 74.48

CNN 79.75 75.00 81.43 78.08
CatBoost 81.01 77.03 81.43 79.17

Linear SVC 82.28 80.00 80.00 80.00

Note that Decision Tree served as the base model for

AdaBoost. As observed, Linear SVC outperformed all other

models in terms of F1 score, accuracy, and precision. Hence,

Linear SVC is selected as the audio analysis component for

performing audio sentiment analysis in our proposed video

sentiment analysis task.

D. Integrated All the Individual Components

Using the best model from each individual component, we

integrated these models to create a comprehensive pipeline for

testing on new, unseen videos. Our pipeline was designed to

allow for end-to-end video analysis through a single upload

using a web application. The uploaded video undergoes a se-

ries of processing steps, including frame extraction to generate

images and separation of audio from the video. The audio,

which typically includes speeches, is then converted to text.

Furthermore, the video’s audio information, including music,

is extracted for audio sentiment analysis, utilizing the features

returned by the Spotify API, as explained earlier.

Each component in the video analysis pipeline produces

a binary result of either ’positive’ or ’negative,’ unless the

component is not detected in the video. For instance, if a video

lacks background music, the music sentiment component will

not return a sentiment. Therefore, it was crucial for us to devise

a strategy for testing and validating our overall pipeline.

To evaluate our pipeline, we collected sample videos from

TikTok and manually labeled the sentiment for each video. In

total, we obtained 60 TikTok videos and labeled them. Due

to the multimodal nature of the pipeline, results from all the

models are combined and subjected to a voting mechanism to

determine a final predicted label.

As shown in Table IV., the overall F1-Score is 73.85%,

Precision is 85.50%, and Recall is 65.00%. This reflects

the presence of mixed output in some cases. When a video
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contains both positive and negative predictions from individual

component outputs, our predicted label is ’mixed sentiment’

instead of ’positive’ or ’negative.’ This approach accounts

for the complexity of mixed sentiments in videos and avoids

simplistic binary classifications.

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF INTEGRATED MODEL ON TEST DATA

Four Evaluation Metrics (%)
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Integrated Model 76.67 85.50 65.00 73.85

VI. CONCLUSION, LIMITATION, FUTURE WORKS

A. Conclusion

The surge in online video content has brought sentiment

analysis to the forefront, especially in the context of pro-

tecting children from harmful material. In response to this

crucial need, our research proposes a new multimodal analysis

method for assessing video sentiment. The proposed method

classifies video sentiment as either positive (child-friendly) or

negative (potentially harmful), leveraging insights from three

fundamental dimensions: text, facial expressions, and audio.

The evaluation results of our method underscore its practi-

cality and effectiveness in assessing video sentiment, position-

ing it as a valuable tool for a wide range of applications. By

providing a comprehensive overview of the field, our research

empowers fellow researchers and practitioners to chart the

course of ongoing advancements in video sentiment analysis.

Furthermore, our work has illuminated the current state of

the art, shedding light on recent advancements, and charting

the path for future directions in video sentiment analysis.

As technology continues to evolve and our understanding of

sentiment deepens, we foresee a future where video sentiment

analysis becomes an even more potent instrument for safe-

guarding the digital well-being of the younger generation.

B. Limitations

Our methodology involves using Count Vectorizer to trans-

form text into vectors, but it may struggle with multilingual

content in social media. Analyzing the presence of sad au-

dio alone may not provide conclusive results for identifying

harmful videos, as sad music does not necessarily indicate a

negative video (e.g., harmful to children).

In music sentiment analysis, engineered features like dance-

ability are derived using Spotify’s API. However, this approach

is limited to songs in Spotify’s database, excluding custom-

made or modified music. Our models, developed from scratch,

may lack robustness, suggesting potential exploration of trans-

fer learning in the future.

Our research faced challenges due to the scarcity of com-

prehensive video datasets tailored for sentiment analysis, par-

ticularly for children. The limited availability hampers the

training and evaluation of models within our specific domain,

impacting their generalizability.

Additionally, in the text analysis component, the reliance on

external textual sources introduces a potential disconnection

between extracted text and actual spoken or presented content,

posing a risk to sentiment analysis accuracy. Similarly, the

audio dataset used for sentiment analysis is not directly

extracted from video audio tracks but sourced from diverse

origins, potentially misaligning with nuanced emotional cues

specific to our video domain.

C. Future Work

Despite the limitations, our research emphasizes the need

for future efforts in curating specialized video datasets that

closely align with the detection of child-friendly contents.

Future enhancements in sentiment analysis of online video

content can focus on incorporating multilingual support. This

involves developing models and techniques to effectively

handle and analyze text and speech in multiple languages.

Additionally, performing video sentiment analysis on a scale

from “Very Positive” to “Very Negative” can provide valuable

insights. For example, sentiment labels like “Very Positive”

(child-friendly very much), “Positive” (child-friendly), “Neu-

tral,” “Negative” (potentially harmful), and “Very Negative”

(very harmful) can be used. Leveraging transfer learning, this

future work is expected to achieve exceptional performance

while addressing limitations such as the absence of multilin-

gual support. Lastly, explainable sentiment analysis can also

be considered in future works.
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